Traffic Controller and Implement Traffic Control Plans
Initial Training
This course is for any person who is required to control traffic using a stop/slow bat and who will be
required to implement a traffic control guidance plan. Employers usually require workers to have
both licences. The course ensures that workers have a suitable level of professional knowledge and
experience to ensure confidence in live traffic control situations.
The initial training course is for participants who have never had RMS traffic control cards OR have
cards that expired over 3 months ago.
Unsure about which option applies to you? Our ‘Which Course Flowchart’ may help answer your
questions.

Initial Training > 2 days practical and theory training + final assessment
At the end of training, participants will be given a Statement of Completion (SoC) allowing them to
work on a site for 90 days while they complete the assessment.
Participants need to complete the 5 steps of assessment, after initial training is completed. These
steps must be completed within 90 days of the training course.

5 Steps to Assessment
1. Complete the theory workbook and the log book back in the work place
2. Get the supervisor to complete the checklists in the participant’s workplace evidence booklet
3. Provide workplace documents, including traffic plans, risk assessment and toolbox talks to support
the checklist completed by the supervisor
4. Send workbooks and documents to LGTI within 30 days day
5. Book into a practical assessment day at LGTI - we will advise you of available dates

Assessment days are run regularly at LGTI. You must have a current SoC and white card to attend
an assessment day at LGTI.
After successfully completing the 5 steps of assessment, participants will be sent a plastic licence
by RMS, which can take 4-6 weeks. If a student is not successful in completing all assessments
satisfactorily or on time, they would need to attend training again and pay the course fee.
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Pre-requisites
Participants must provide:
- White card (construction induction card)
- Proof of ID (eg driver’s licence)
- Unique Student Identifier (USI) number

Participants must be physically able to perform traffic
control duties:
- Loading and unloading signage
- Placing and removing signage on road
- Using a stop slow bat and two-way radio at the
same time

Participants must be able to read and write, including:
- Read signage
- Read work instructions, SWMS etc
- Read and interpret traffic control plans/maps
- Complete a range of forms, checklists
- Measure/calculate distances and vehicle speeds

Units
-

RIIWHS205D Control traffic with a stop/slow bat
RIIWHS302D Implement traffic management plan
RIIWHS201D Work safely and follow WHS policies and work procedures
RIICOM201D Communicate in the workplace

Just need one card? Traffic Controller | Implement Traffic Control Plans

Need training and assessment at your site, anywhere in NSW?
Contact us for prices and information.
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